3F Minami Tenjin Building, 5-14-12 Watanabedori, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi, Fukuoka

View this office online at: https://www.newofficeasia.com/details/serviced-offices-3f-minami-tenjin-building-5-14-12-watanabedori-chuo-ku-fukuoka

Bright and professional office space is available on the third floor of a highly visible building which boasts a striking exterior with a wealth of windows that flood the facility with natural light. Offering a choice between fully furnished executive offices and open-plan suites, this business centre accommodates a wide range of business requirements and budgets and allow your company the freedom to flourish and expand without hassle. The centre promotes networking opportunities by offering stylish meeting rooms and a comfortable business lounge that is ideal for hosting brainstorming sessions, informal discussions or just catching up with your co-workers.

Transport links

- Nearest tube: Tenjin Minami
- Nearest railway station: Nishitetsu Fukuoka
- Nearest airport: Tenjin Minami

Key features

- Broadband Internet
- Close to railway station
- Comfortable lounge
- Conference room
- Disabled facilities (DDA/ASA compliant)
- Double glazing
- Flexible terms
- Furnished work spaces
- Hot desking
- Kitchen facilities
- Lift
- Meeting rooms
- Modern interiors
- Near to subway / underground station
- Office cleaning service
- Open plan workstations
Location

Your business will be strategically located on the main avenue of the Tenjin area and will benefit from excellent connectivity and superb local amenities. Enjoy walking distance to a wealth of shops, hotels, restaurants and cafes as well as beautiful parks and the Naka River which decorate the vicinity. Both Tenjin Minami subway station and Nishitetsu Fukuoka Station are situated just a stone's throw away and Fukuoka Airport can be reached within a 20 minute drive, perfect for global companies and travelling professionals.

Points of interest within 1000 metres

- Tenjin Loft (mall) - 144m from business centre
- Bivi Fukuoka (mall) - 148m from business centre
- Ri Ben Mao Yi Zhen Xing Ji Gou Fu Gang Mao Yi Qing Bao senta (public building) - 260m from business centre
- Fu Gang Zhong Yang Jing Cha Shu (Fukuoka Chuo Police Dept.) (police) - 318m from business centre
- Tenjin Chuo Park (park) - 401m from business centre
- Kego Park (park) - 402m from business centre
- Fukuoka City Hall (townhall) - 435m from business centre
- Yakuin (railway station) - 467m from business centre
- Fukuoka (Tenjin) (railway station) - 492m from business centre
- Apple Store (computer) - 501m from business centre
- besutoDian Qi Fu Gang Ben Dian (electronics) - 514m from business centre
- Jiu Fu Gang Xian Gong Hui Tang Gui Bin Guan (monument) - 582m from business centre
- Jiu Fu Gang Xian Gong Hui Tang Gui Bin Guan (Former Fukuoka Pref. Public Hall) (park) - 603m from business centre
- KCSFu Gang Qing Bao Zhuan Men Xue Xiao (college) - 608m from business centre
- Qing Liu Gong Yuan Zhu Lun Chang (bicycle parking) - 653m from business centre
- Qing Liu Gong Yuan Zhu Lun Chang (bicycle parking) - 668m from business centre
- Qing Liu Gong Yuan (park) - 683m from business centre
- Suikyōtenmangū (place of worship) - 684m from business centre
- Shui Shang Gong Yuan (park) - 686m from business centre
- Fukuoka Bank Main Office (bank) - 753m from business centre
- Qing Liu Gong Yuan Zhu Lun Chang (bicycle parking) - 794m from business centre
- Fukuoka Central Post Office (post office) - 799m from business centre
- Bank of Japan Fukuoka Branch (public building) - 805m from business centre
- Shi Li Da Ming Xiao Xue Xiao (school) - 840m from business centre
- Qing Liu Gong Yuan Zhu Lun Chang (bicycle parking) - 928m from business centre
- Parking 303 (parking) - 97m from business centre
- Fu Gang Shi Zhong Yang Qu Yi Suo (townhall) - 987m from business centre
- Sumiyoshi Shrine (place of worship) - 991m from business centre

All information contained in this document is for guide purposes only and NewOfficeAsia.com.com cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies or omissions. Please confirm all details with the agent representing this office space before proceeding. Full terms of service can be viewed at http://www.NewOfficeAsia.com.com/terms-of-service.